Schaefer’s
Patented
Articulating
Sail
Track
Solves Big Problem for the
New 203 ft. Sailing Yacht
“Athos”
February 9, 2010 – – New Bedford, MA – – Schaefer Marine’s
patented articulating mast track has been installed on the
mast of the 203 ft. sailing mega yacht “Athos”, which will
arguably be the most notable launching of a new yacht in 2010.
“Athos”, currently being built in Holland, is 203 ft. long,
displaces 370 tons and draws 30 ft. of water with the board
down.
Schaefer’s articulating sail track will allow the crew of
“Athos” to furl her sails with full-length carbon battens,
entirely into her boom. Fully battening a sail is normally
only possible with the use batten cars. However batten cars
cannot be used if the sail needs to furled into the boom,
which is why Schaefer originally developed the technology for
their own in-boom furling system originally designed for boats
up to 53’ feet. With Schaefer’s system, when the sail is
furled into the in-boom the bolt-rope and battens simply slide
down and off the lower end of the articulating track extrusion
and into the boom.
When underway, Schaefer’s entire track articulates so the
batten ends and luff bolt rope move as one when the sail is
trimmed. So the bolt rope, which otherwise would have been
subjected to 750kg of forward thrust from the battens, is
effectively protected by the batten ‘seats’ designed into the
solid aluminum extrusion.

The owner of “Athos” successfully tested the system last year
on the 108 ft. “Shamoun” which resulted in adapting the same
system to “Athos”. More information on Schaefer’s articulating
track and in-boom furling system is available at
SchaeferMarine.com.

New mast being fitted out for the 203’ Athos to be launched

Prototype system previously tested on the 108’ Shamoun

Schaefer Marine To Distribute
Manson Anchors In The United
States
HENDERSON, NEW ZEALAND – Manson Anchors of New Zealand has
appointed Schaefer Marine to distribute its product line in
the United States.
Schaefer Marine is a leading manufacturer and supplier of
marine products to recreational and commercial accounts

throughout the United States. “We are proud to form this
association with Manson Anchors. Both companies are rooted in
manufacturing high quality products and in servicing their
customers with the highest degree of satisfaction,” said Fred
Cook, President of Schaefer Marine.
Established in 1974, Manson manufactures a full range of
yachting, power boat, racing yacht and superyacht anchors. The
newest Manson anchor is the Manson Boss, the company’s most
technically-advanced, safest anchor ever. The Boss offers
significantly more holding power in most seabeds. The shank,
made from high tensile, Lloyd’s Register-approved (minimum
800mpa) steel, features the new patented shackle Preventa ™
and has been FEA optimized for strength. This puts weight in
the right places with savings made in non-essential areas. The
weight savings are transferred into the fluke to ensure even
more holding power.
Manson Anchors are original equipment on leading boat brands
and available at leading marine retailers worldwide. For more
information
on
the
Manson
product
line,
visit
www.mansonanchors.com. Dealers and distributors in the US
interested in Manson Anchors should contact Schaefer Marine,
1+ 508.995.9511 or email stevem@schaefermarine.com.

